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“Hand Hand Shooke”:
Compassionate Touch in George Chapman’s Hero and Leander
Patricia Davis Patrick
Brigham Young University, Hawaii
Chapman begins his continuation of Marlowe’s Hero and Leander by announcing
that he intends to “censure the delights” which the lovers have enjoyed without
the sanction of ceremony. However, the narrator does not maintain this attitude of
stern judgment. As readers of Chapman’s Hero and Leander have often noticed,
the narrator continuously shifts his tone, sometimes censuring the lovers and
sometimes sympathizing with them. Chapman’s poem is thus as deeply concerned
with the problem of appropriate compassion as it is with the containment of Eros.
The narrator’s vacillation between censure and compassion can be fruitfully
considered by examining early modern understanding of the passions as
contagious. Compassion is a matter of being literally touched by the emotions
of others. While Chapman argues that this powerful experience may overwhelm
good judgment, he also defends it as useful and humanizing. Chapman portrays
the ceremony of the Eucharist as gracing this precarious but essential experience
of compassion.

George Chapman begins his continuation of Marlowe’s Hero and

Leander by announcing that his version will take a sober, moralizing
turn. In a tone “more harsh (at lest more hard) more grave and hie,”
he intends to “censure the delights” which the lovers have enjoyed
without the sanction of ceremony.1 The narrator does not maintain
this attitude of stern judgment though. A few hundred lines into
the story, softened by the sight of beauty in distress, he calls on
1 George Chapman, The Poems of George Chapman, ed. Phyllis Brooks Bartlett (New
York: Russell and Russell, 1962), 3.1-10. All subsequent citations of Chapman’s poetry are from this edition. References denote section (where applicable) and line number.
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the heavens to pity Hero (3.385). As readers of Chapman’s Hero
and Leander have often noticed, the narrator continuously shifts his
tone. Gerald Snare describes the poem as torn between a “moral
and erotic voice fundamentally in conflict throughout, a conflict
that is never settled.”2 Other readers see the narrator as vacillating
between censure and sympathy. D. J. Gordon comments that
Chapman “both condemns and pities the lovers.”3 John Huntington
argues that Chapman ultimately champions pity, rejects censure,
and questions the validity of ceremony: “in a universe controlled
by violence and lacking any truly ceremonial principle, moral
condemnation or approval is superfluous; pity is the only possible
moral attitude.”4 These readings highlight a conflict between the
narrator’s censorious detachment and his sympathetic attachment to
the lovers. I suggest that Chapman is working out a mean between
these conflictive responses, a perspective that is neither coldly
detached from, nor painfully immersed in, the feelings of others.
He finds a useful model for appropriate compassion in ceremony,
which he sees as beneficially shaping and channeling the passions
rather than eliminating them.
Chapman’s perception of touch as both a sense experience
and an emotion is central to this conflict and its potential
resolution. For Chapman and his contemporaries, being touched
was not simply a metaphor for compassion; they saw themselves
as permeable to a range of influences, including emotions, which
might pass from body to body. One was quite literally touched by
another’s emotions.5 While Chapman demonstrates that this intense
2 Gerald Snare, The Mystification of George Chapman (Durham: Duke UP, 1989), 79.

3 “The Renaissance Poet as Classicist: Chapman’s Hero and Leander,” in The Renaissance Imagination: Essays and Lectures by D. J. Gordon, ed. Stephen Orgel (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1975), 133.
4 John Huntington, “Condemnation and Pity in Chapman’s Hero and Leander,” English
Literary Renaissance, 7 (Autumn 1977): 320.
5 For the fluid boundary between self and other see Gail Kern Paster, The Body Embarrassed: Drama and the Disciplines of Shame in Early Modern England (Ithaca, NY: Cornell UP, 1993), 13 and “Melancholy Cats, Lugged Bears and Early Modern Cosmology:
Reading Shakespeare’s Psychological Materialism Across the Species Barrier” in Humoring the Body: Emotions and the Shakespearean Stage (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 2004), 135-88. This essay also appears in a shorter form in Reading the Early Modern Passions: Essays in the Cultural History of Emotion, ed. Gail Kern Paster, Katherine
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experience can overwhelm good judgment, he rejects the alternative
of an untouchable, censuring distance. He argues that sharing in the
emotions of others is also a humanizing, necessary foundation for
communities. Chapman’s Hero and Leander portrays the ceremony
of the Eucharist as directing the experience of touch to these good
ends, gracing the precarious but essential experience of emotional
contagion.
Early modern accounts of the passions depict their potentially
overwhelming force and contagious nature. Passions were thought
to be incited and furthered by agents moving through and between
permeable selves. In The Passions of the Minde in Generall (1604),
Thomas Wright explains this process:
When we imagine any thing, presently the purer spirits, flocke
from the brayne, by certaine secret channels to the heart, where
they pitch at the dore, signifying what an object was presented,
convenient or disconvenient for it. The heart immediately
bendeth, either to prosecute it, or to eschew it: and the better to
effect that affection, draweth out other humours to helpe him,
and so in pleasure concure great storeof pure spirits; in paine
and sadnesse, much melancholy blood.6

Wright explains that passion-motivating spirits flow through
channels in the body and set in motion its liquid humors.7 Emotion,
experienced as the physical flow of spirits and humors, was considered
both powerful and contagious. As Bruce Smith puts it, this “rush
of humors” was so strong “that reason or judgment could be, quite
literally, overwhelmed.”8 The spirits which move the humors may
Rowe, and Mary Floyd-Wilson (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2004),
113-129. In this collection see also Mary Floyd-Wilson, “English Mettle,” 153-54 and John
Staines, “Compassion in the Public Sphere of Milton and King Charles,” especially 92 and
100 on compassion. See also Michael Schoenfeldt, Bodies and Selves in Early Modern
England: Physiology and Inwardness in Spenser, Shakespeare, Herbert, and Milton (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1999), 3.
6 Thomas Wright, The Passions of the Minde in Generall. A reprint based on the 1604 ed.,
introduction by Thomas O. Sloan (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1971), 45.
7 On analogy between humors and the workings of the passions see Paster, Humoring,
150-51. For the liquid nature of the passions, see also Humoring, 1-6 and The Body Embarrassed, 7-13.
8 Bruce R. Smith, The Key of Green: Passion and Perception in Renaissance Culture
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2009), 30. See also Paster, Humoring, 11.
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not only course through the channels of a single body, but may flow
from person to person or from a wider environment, causing the
transfer of emotion from one person to another.9
The Renaissance Neoplatonist Marsilio Ficino’s account of
emotional contagion offers a way of understanding how passion
works in Hero and Leander. According to Ficino, erotic attachment
is facilitated by spirits carried in the bloodstream, which can send
out rays through the eyes. An observer can contract love and various
other infections borne along with these rays. In the case of erotic
attraction, the rays are absorbed into a vaporous spiritual substance
that carries the beloved’s image through the eyes and into the heart
of the viewer, infecting him or her with passionate attachment.10
The observer is literally invaded by the substance of the beloved,
taking on his or her “colors, or features, or feelings, or gestures.”11
Chapman’s characters are vulnerable to this intense experience of
emotional permeability.
Mood-altering spirits, traveling through watery media, spread
emotional contagion throughout Hero and Leander. When Venus
learns that Hero has not only fallen from her chaste service to the
goddess but also attempted to dissimulate her fall, the environment
mirrors her reaction. Venus’s anger generates dark clouds whose
impenetrable darkness impedes her attempt to return to the heavens
until Apollo dispels them as rain. This rain falls in potent, piercing
drops that infect bystanders: “In every drop a torturing Spirit flew,
/ It pierst so deeply, and it burnd so blew” (4.343-44). Venus’s
contagious chagrin spreads to her surroundings and showers those
near her with similar pain.
Similarly, Hero and Leander infect their surroundings,
including the narrator, with emotions that travel through liquid
9 See note 5.
10 Marsilio Ficino, Commentary on Plato’s Symposium on Love, tr. Sears Jayne (Dallas:
Spring Publications, 1985), 159-61.
11 Ficino, 164-65.
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media. When Leander returns from seducing Hero, white roses
appear to spring from the water dripping from his body. The
narrator remarks on the instantaneous transformation of “all objects
that in compasse came / Of any sense he had” (3.88-89). Leander’s
amorous mood and beautiful presence fill his surroundings: “Loveblest Leander was with love so filled, / that love to all that toucht
him he instilled” (3.84-85). This love-filled sentence suggests the
narrator too has been infected and transformed by his exposure to
Leander’s emotions.
The narrator absorbs not only Leander’s amorous mood, but
also Hero’s sorrowful tears. As the sorrowing Hero shrouds herself
in her cloak, the narrator comments, “Yet might an imitating eye well
see, / How fast her cleere teares melted on her knee” (3.307-08). An
“imitating eye” suggests mimesis, describing how the artist carefully
observes Hero in order to imitate or paint her. This imitation is not
a detached recreation of Hero’s likeness, but the artist’s reenactment
of Hero’s emotion. Infected by Hero’s tears, the narrator also weeps
along with her, becoming like her. The Renaissance art theorist
Lomazzo describes pity as this kind of imitation: pity “causeth
weeping and hollowe eies; bringing the bodie by a certaine imitation,
unto the same passions wherewith it is affected. So that the mercifull
man conceaveth the same passions which the poore & grieved do.”12
Like Lomazzo, Chapman perceives pity as an experience in which
one mirrors the actions and emotions of another who is suffering.
Chapman is wary of how identification with another may
overwhelm judgment. Admiring the lovely Leander, the narrator
moralizes “love is sweet and faire in every thing” (3.81). When
Leander is out of his immediate sight and the narrator contemplates
Hero’s desolation, he revises this sympathetic judgment. His
12 From the translation by Richard Haydocke, A Tracte Containing the Artes of Curious
Paintinge, Carvinge and Building (Oxford, 1598. Facsimile reprint, Westmead, England:
Gregg International Publishers, 1970), 2.45. Richard Haydocke’s translation of the first
five books of Giovanni Lomazzo’s Trattato dell’Arte della Pittura, Scultura et Architettura
is first available in the late 1580s and in a second edition in 1598. See Malcolm Smuts,
Court Culture and the Origins of a Royalist Tradition in Early Stuart England. (University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1987), 146.
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conquest seems more forceful than sweet: he has “made Mars
his Cupid” (3.211). As the narrator describes the weeping Hero,
he similarly absorbs her mood, and his voice becomes difficult to
distinguish from Hero’s. When Hero decides to dissimulate her sin,
an italicized, aphoristic phrase sums up her conclusion: “Beautie in
heaven and earth this grace doth win, / It supples rigor, and it lessens
sin” (3.395-96). These lines occur at a transitional point between
Hero’s interior monologue and narrative commentary. While the
italicized phrases generally appear to be the narrator’s moralizing
comments on the action of the poem, it is difficult to attribute this
saying definitively to either the narrator or to Hero. Proximity to
the weeping Hero momentarily infects the narrator who not only
weeps with her, but identifies with her morally suspect thinking for
a moment. The narrator then pulls back to criticize a conclusion that
results from Hero’s “sharpe wit, her love, her secrecie, / Trouping
together” (3.397-98). Chapman advises his readers that being
touched by, and thereby identifying with, another’s feelings may
interfere with good judgment.
Touch is seen as impeding good judgment partly because it is
viewed as the lowest form of sense perception, allied with a deluded
attachment to the merely material world. Chapman alludes to the
myth of Narcissus to criticize the sensual nature of Hero’s attachment
to Leander. Hero resembles Narcissus when she attempts to console
herself by embroidering an image of Leander swimming. She finds
her illusion so convincing that she reaches out to embrace it.
In working his fayre neck she did so grace it
She still was working her owne armes t’imbrace it:
That, and his shoulders, and his hands were seen
Above the streame, and with a pure Sea greene
She did so queintly shadow every lim,
All might be seene beneath the wave to swim. (3.70-75)

Hero’s attempt to embrace an image of her lover swimming recalls
Narcissus’s captivation by an image reflected in a pool. Ovid describes
Narcissus as acknowledging the illusory nature of his reflection but
still longing for touch: “Still may it be mine to gaze onwhat I may
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not touch, and by that gaze feed my unhappy passion.”13 Narcissus
wastes away, losing his own substance as he longs for an intangible
image. Like Narcissus, Hero pathetically longs for an image that
she cannot actually embrace.
Chapman draws on a Neoplatonic interpretation of the myth
of Narcissus, which criticizes touch as a medium of merely sensual,
deluded love. In his Commentary on the Symposium, Ficino argues
that Narcissus fails to recognize his true “substance and character.”
Instead, “the soul admires in the body, which is unstable and in
flux, like water, a beauty which is the shadow of the soul itself.”14
Chapman was familiar with this passage and versified it in his poem
“A Hymne to Our Saviour on the Crosse” (1612),15 lamenting that
the soul, too often enamored of bodily beauty, thus forgets its true,
spiritual identity:
Hence came the cruell fate that Orpheus
Sings of Narcissus: who being amorous
Of his shade in the water (which denotes
Beautie in bodies, that like water flotes)
Despisd himselfe, his soule, and so let fade
His substance for a never-purchast shade. (235-40)

Hero’s vain attempt to embrace a watery image of beauty makes her a
type of Narcissus. She tries to embrace the image of a beloved other;
its physical beauty consists of shadows rather than substance.
From a Neoplatonic perspective, Hero’s longing to touch
Leander puts her on the lowest rung of the ladder of love. In
Castiglione’s widely influential Book of the Courtier, Pietro Bembo
13 “liceat, quod tangere non est, / adspicere et misero praebere alimenta furori.” Ovid,
Metamorphoses, tr. Frank Justus Miller. Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1984), 3.478-79. Pamela Royston also connects Hero with Narcissus in
“Unraveling the Ecphrasis in Chapman’s Hero and Leander,” South Atlantic Review, 49
(Nov. 1984), 43.
14 Ficino, 140-41.
15 Louise Vinge, The Narcissus Theme in Western European Literature up to the Early
Nineteenth Century, tr. Robert Dewsnap et al. (Lund: Gleerups, 1967), 223-24.
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describes a hierarchy of love that stretches from sensuous desire for
physical beauty to spiritual union with the divine. Among the lowly
senses, touch is inferior to sight and hearing. Lovers who try to
grasp beauty will be disappointed: one cannot “by any means enjoy
beauty nor satisfy the desire that it incites in our souls by touch.”16
Chapman illustrates this kind of delusion in his poem Ovid’s Banquet
of Sense. Failing to appreciate the more sublime delights of hearing
and seeing Corinna, Ovid tumbles down the Neoplatonic ladder of
love by insisting on touching his beloved. Raymond Waddington
argues that Chapman compares Ovid’s desire for physical and
emotional proximity with the experience of viewing an anamorphic
statue of Niobe. As Niobe’s features dissolve into a confused mass
when the viewer comes too close, so Ovid’s judgment is corrupted
when he tries to get too close to Corinna: “If Ovid then gets too
close, commits his presumptuous act, he then loses perspective, the
sensory data overwhelm his intelligence, and he perceives only nonsense.”17 According to Waddington, Ovid’s Banquet of Sense depicts
Chapman’s “drive to disengage from a too immediate involvement in
order to arrive at a dispassionate decision.”18 In Hero and Leander,
Chapman also demonstrates that judgment can suffer when one
comes close enough to touch or by touched by another. Hero’s
attempt to grasp a mere image of Leander shows her immersion in
a sensuous and misdirected passion. Similarly, when the narrator
comes too close to Hero, he loses his ability to make reasonable
judgments.
However, Chapman’s does not simply condemn touch. His
account of Hero’s attempt to embrace her own artwork reflects
not only Neoplatonic distrust of bodily beauty, but also a more
ambivalent attitude towards touch. This passage mixes praise and
apprehension about new techniques in the visual arts, which create
16 “non si po ancor in modo alcuno fruir la bellezza né satisfar al desiderio ch’ella eccita
negli animi nostri col tatto.” Baldassare Castiglione, Il Libro del Cortegiano, a cura di Ettore Bonara (Milano: Mursia, 1984), section LI, 330-31, 340. My translation.
17 Raymond B. Waddington, The Mind’s Empire: Myth and Form in George Chapman’s
Narrative Poem (Baltimore: John’s Hopkins UP, 1974), 132.
18 Waddington, 124.
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the illusion of three-dimensional palpability on a one-dimensional
surface. Hero is a skillful artist who achieves this lifelike effect:
“she did so queintly shadow every lim, / All might be seene beneath
the wave to swim” (3.74-75). Hero’s “shadow[ing]” is a technique
of shading that evoked some apprehension about the creation of
lifelike illusion.19 In his preface to his translation of Giovanni
Lomazzo’s Trattato dell’Arte della Pittura, Scultura et Architettura,
Richard Haydocke comments that perspectival art creates an illusion
“whereby the unskilfull eye is so often cozened and deluded, taking
counterfeit creatures for true and naturall.”20
Leon Battista Alberti’s foundational and influential treatise On
Painting describes perspective as accommodating desire for touch;
however, he also warns the artist and viewer against indecorously
indulging this desire, mistaking shadow for substance.21 Alberti
introduces his treatise, which includes a substantial section on the
art of perspective, with an allusion to Narcissus, whom he presents
as the founder of painting: “I used to tell my friends that the inventor
of painting, according to the poets, was Narcissus . . . . What is
painting but the act of embracing by means of art the surface of the
pool?”22 Alberti allows the artist to embrace the subject, but he also
warns the artist and viewer to distinguish between illusion and reality,
restraining desire with decorum and reason. In his Apologhi, Alberti
warns artists or viewers to respect the illusory nature of their contact
with the beloved subject of the painting. In one of these parables,
a fish attempts to leap into the trees “painted” on the surface of its
19 On the use of this term and its ambivalent connotations, see Lucy Gent, Picture and
Poetry 1560-1620: Relations between Literature and the Visual Arts in the English Renaissance (Leamington Spa: James Hall, 1980), 19, 24, 51.
20 Richard Haydocke, Introduction to A Tracte iii, verso.
21 Alberti’s works were available, though rare, in sixteenth-century England. On Painting was owned by John Dee and Inigo Jones, and perhaps cited by Sidney. See Gent, 26,
68, 72, 80.
22 Leon Battista Alberti, On Painting, tr. Cecil Grayson (London: Penguin Books, 1972),
book 2, section 26, page 61. For a discussion of this passage see Mary Pardo, “Paolo
Pino’s Dialogo di Pittura: A Translation with Commentary” (PhD diss., University of Pittsburgh, 1984), 183.
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pond (“arbores pictas in fontis superficie”). The reflection disappears
as the fish breaks the surface, provoking the trees to comment,
“Are you so foolish that even pretend trees flee you?”23 With this
Horatian allusion to the indecorum of fishes swimming through the
branches of trees, the tale warns artist and viewer against mistaking
the image painted on the surface of the canvas for palpable reality.24
Chapman’s connection of Hero with Narcissus suggests that he is
thinking on similar lines. By portraying her as an artist deluded by
her own illusion, he deepens his critique of the sense of touch as a
source of misinformation, and he may sharpen his warning against
the way passion can overwhelm judgment.
With the allusions to perspectival art that run through this
passage, Chapman argues that the senses and passions create illusions.
However, he also celebrates the ability to create this lifelike illusion.
He demonstrates that sense and passion may cloud judgment, but
also champions the experience of feeling what another feels. The
sixteenth-century art theorist Lomazzo writes that an artist should
strive to achieve an appearance of “motion . . . that comeliness, and
grace in the proportion and disposition of a picture, which is also
called the spirite and life of a picture.”25 In his preface to Ovid’s
Banquet of Sense, Chapman echoes this passage to describe how
shadowing imparts this enargeia or vitality to an artwork:
It serves not a skilfull Painters turne, to draw the figure of a face
onely to make knowne who it represents; but hee must lymn,
give luster, shaddow, and heightening; which though ignorants
will esteeme spic’d and too curious, yet such as have the judiciall
perspective, will see it hath motion, spirit and life.26

A perspectival image offers a deluding illusion of depth and
23 Leon Battista Alberti, Apologhi, ed. Marcello Ciccuto (Milano: Biblioteca Universale
Rizzoli, 1989), section 83, page 98.
24 The passage from Horace is “delphinum silvis appingit.” Ars Poetica, in Opera, ed.
Edward Wickham (Oxford: Oxford UP, 1989), line 30.
25 Haydocke, tr., 1.23.
26 Chapman, Poems, page 49.
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palpability, which can deceive the unwary. In this passage, however,
Chapman argues that the truly judicious are not those who simply
see through the illusion, but those who appreciate how the artist
breathes “motion, spirit, and life” into a work. Endowing a lifeless
object with vitality is both a sign of virtuosity and a desirable
exercise in empathy.
Chapman thus offers opposing perspectives on Hero’s
affectionate attempt to touch her creation; she may be overpowered
by the delusions of sense or she may masterfully endow a lifeless
substance with lifelike qualities. Ultimately though, it may be his
readers, rather than Hero, that Chapman subjects to judgment. Hero’s
fear of hurting her image of Leander seems comically delusional:
“in her strength of thought, / she feard she prickt Leander as she
wrought” (4.57-58). Nevertheless, the narrator exhorts readers to
exercise imaginative participation in the sufferings of others: “They
double life that dead things griefs sustayne: / They kill that feele not
their friends living payne” (4.62-63). Chapman’s narrator defends
Hero and criticizes readers who cannot feel what others feel.
Hero’s attempt to embrace her image of Leander is thus open
to conflicting readings. She may show a sensual attachment that
the Neoplatonic distrust of touch would condemn. On the other
hand, she displays a laudable power to create the appearance of life
and to evoke feeling. Chapman requires his readers to try out these
various and conflicting points of view just as an anamorphic image
requires viewers to experiment with different locations until they
find one that makes the image intelligible. Having explored a range
of attitudes toward sense and feeling and having thus dislodged
readers from their assumptions about them, Chapman invites his
readers to consider a “judiciall perspective” that represents a feeling
judgment. While he argues that sense and passion can delude, he
does not reject them. Indeed, he warns that attempting to suppress
emotion is arrogant and culpably uncharitable.
Chapman warns against placing unwarranted confidence
in one’s ability to control emotion. The narrator praises Hero and
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exhorts other ladies to take up embroidery in order to manage their
unruly passions:
That their plied wits in numbred silks might sing
Passions huge conquest, and their needels leading
Affection prisoner through their own-built citties,
Piniond with stories and Arachnean ditties (4.118-21).

The phrase “passions huge conquest” reads ambiguously,
suggesting not only mastery of passion, but also subjection to it.
An embroiderer or poet who imagines she has mastered affection
may actually be passion’s prisoner. Chapman’s allusion to Arachne,
metamorphosed into a spider for daring to match her weaving skill
with Minerva’s, criticizes excessive confidence. Chapman’s praise
of “Arachnean ditties” foreshadows the ultimate metamorphosis
of Hero rather than celebrating her triumph over emotion. Venus
answers Hero’s creation of Leander’s image by creating Eronusis,
who wears a robe that outdoes Arachne’s weaving: “never was
Arachnes web so glorious” (4.302). With this ironic celebration of
the triumphs of art, Chapman warns that passion cannot easily be
controlled, at least not by human efforts.
Chapman not only questions whether passions can be
controlled but whether they should be suppressed. Like many of his
contemporaries, Chapman criticizes Stoic and Epicurean ideals of
detached tranquility which appear to conflict with Christian notions
of pity.27 For instance, in his commentary on Seneca’s De clementia,
Calvin disputes his assertion that clear judgment comes from a mind
free from the perturbation of pity. According to Seneca, “pity is
a sickness of the mind brought about by the sight of the distress
27 See Gilles D. Monsarrat, Light from the Porch: Stoicism and English Renaissance
Literature (Paris: Didier-Érudition 1984), 16-17, 53-54, 63, 86, 89. On conflict between
Stoic and Christian attitudes towards the passions, see Schoenfeldt, Bodies and Selves, 18.
See also Richard Strier, Resistant Structures: Particularity, Radicalism and Renaissance
Texts (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995), 34 and Strier’s essay “Against the
Rule of Reason: Praise of Passion from Petrarch to Luther to Shakespeare to Herbert,” in
Reading the Early Modern Passions, 23-42.
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of others, or sadness caused by the ills of others which it believes
come undeservedly. But no sickness befalls the wise man. His mind
is serene and nothing can happen to becloud it.”28 Seneca argues
that the wise man will assist others without becoming emotionally
involved in their suffering: “He will bring relief to another’s tears, but
will not add his own.”29 Calvin rejects such detachment as arrogant:
“the Stoics would like people to judge their ‘wise man,’ as if he as it
were from his lofty citadel looks down on Fortune’s game in human
affairs, and considers his own and others’ misfortunes have nothing
to do with him.”30 Like Calvin, Chapman criticizes the validity of
judgment obtained from the lofty fortress.
Chapman’s account of Leander’s death portrays the dangers
of immersion in passion, but also critiques detachment from his
suffering. Leander battles “Seas mixt with the skie,” which hurl
him “as high as heaven” (6.182, 184). Leander’s final struggle with
the towering waves that overcome him emblematizes the way he
has allowed his passions to exceed bounds of decorum and reason.31
The narrator’s comment on Leander’s situation: “Blisse not in height
doth dwell” (6.184) may thus censure his untrammeled emotion, his
submersion by towering waves of passion-driven humors. However,
Chapman may also direct this criticism at the censuring narrator or
reader who assumes a position of lofty detachment from Leander’s
suffering.
This association of bliss, height, and observing someone
else’s struggles in a stormy ocean evokes Lucretius’s philosopher
28 “Misericordia est aegritudo animi ob alienarum miseriarum speciem; aut tristitia ex
alienis malis concepta, quae accidere immerentibus credit. Aegritudo autem in sapientem
virum non cadit. Serena enim eius mens est, nec quicquam incidere potest quod illam
obducat.” Calvin’s Commentary on Seneca’s De Clementia, tr. and ed. Ford Lewis Battles
and André Malan Hugo (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1969), 2.5, p. 362, 363.
29 “Succeret alienis lachrymis, non accedet.” Calvin’s Commentary, 370, 371.
30 “Hac re potissimum sapientem suum censeri volunt Stoici, si velut ex editissima arce
fortunam spectet in rebus humanis ludentem, & nihil ad se pertinere casus suos aut alienos
reputet.” Calvin’s Commentary, 371-73.
31 On the commonplace of passion as a raging sea, see for instance Smith, 36 and Paster,
Humoring, 2.
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who, freed from superstition, looks down in self-congratulatory
bliss on the errors of less happy mortals:
Pleasant it is, when on the great sea the winds trouble the
waters, to gaze from shore upon another’s great tribulation: not
because any man’s troubles are a delectable joy, but to perceive
what ills you are free from yourself is pleasant … . But nothing
is more delightful than to possess lofty sanctuaries serene, well
fortified by the teachings of the wise, whence you may look
down upon others and behold them all astray, wandering abroad
and seeking the path of life.32

While Lucretius points out that there is no pleasure in witnessing the
suffering of others, he does invite readers to indulge in complacent
contemplation of their own escape from suffering.
Chapman counters Lucretius’s definition of “blissful”
[suave] detachment. In Euthymiae Raptus, Chapman argues that
painful emotion may actually be pleasure. “Griefe, that dischargeth
Conscience, is delight” (195). Such grief includes compassion
for the suffering of others. In Hero and Leander, the narrator’s
aphorism, “Blisse not in height doth dwell,” first appears to offer
detached judgment on the unblissful heights that menace Leander,
but actually argues that true bliss does not come from lofty isolation
from the struggles of other human beings.
For Chapman the ideal response to suffering is modeled
by divinity’s compassionate descent to share in earthly concerns.
The deities who appear in Chapman’s Hero and Leander do not
observe the play of human suffering from the lofty height enjoyed
by Lucretius’s philosopher or by the unconcerned divinities he
imagines living far from mortals. Chapman’s gods descend “downe
to the Destinies” (5.22) to plead for mercy. Chapman contrasts these
compassionate gods with hard-hearted humanity. When the gods are
unable to save Hero and Leander, the narrator comments that they
32 “Suave, mari magno turbantibus aequora ventis, / e terra magnum alterius spectare
laborem: / non quia vexari quemquamst iucunda voluptas, / se quibus ipse malis careas
quia cernere suave est. . . . sed nil dulcius est bene quam munita tenere / edita doctrina
sapientum templa serena, / despicere unde queas alios passimque videre / errare atque viam
palantis quaerere vitae.” Lucretius, De Rerum Natura, tr. W. H. D. Rouse, rev. Martin Ferguson Smith. Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1997), 2.1-4, 7-10.
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are “pierst with our humane miseries more then men” (5.25-26).
Gods who are permeable to the suffering of others offer a pattern
for humanity. Commenting on his translation of the Iliad, Chapman
justifies the weeping of the Greek heroes because Christ also wept.
Such weeping is “a president of great and most perfect humanitie.”33
In Eugenia (1614), an eulogy for Lord Russell, Chapman argues
Christ’s sorrow for Lazarus is a pattern for human compassion: “Oh
why wept mans great Patterne for his friend, / But these affections,
gravely to commend?” (1014-15). Rather than being a weakness,
the ability to grieve can be both godly and humanizing.
In Hero and Leander, Chapman represents the passions of
erotic attraction and compassion as contagious, passed from the
sufferer to an observer who may be literally touched by spirits
that travel through gaze or tears. These contagious passions can
be damaging; the narrator makes mistaken judgments when he is
overcome by sympathy or attraction. However, Chapman rejects
the alternative of detached, distanced judgment, and he praises
contagious sympathy for others. Ceremony bridges this apparently
conflictive stance on the passions; it shapes and sanctifies the
otherwise perilous experience of emotional contagion, transforming
it into a benevolent bond.
Chapman frames his poem with references to ceremony.
Near the beginning he gives a detailed description of the goddess
Ceremony, who admonishes Leander for his neglect of ritual. The
concluding section features the story of Hymen and Eucharis, whose
names allude to core sacraments in the English church. These
ceremonies give decorous shape to the senses and passions.
Chapman’s understanding of ceremony as a gracing of the
passions reflects contemporary debate in the English church. One
year before the printing of Hero and Leander, Richard Hooker
published the fifth book of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity,
defending the church of England against reformers who perceived
its sacraments as idolatrous. D. J. Gordon’s foundational essay
33 Chapman, Poems, page 19.
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on Hero and Leander demonstrates that Hooker’s defense offers a
useful perspective on how ceremony functions in Chapman’s poem.
While Gordon does not discuss the Eucharist, his analysis offers
insight into how Chapman sees ceremony as shaping the passions
into decorous and beneficent forms.
Gordon begins his discussion of ceremony by analyzing
its first appearance in the poem, where Ceremony descends from
Heaven to rebuke Leander for neglecting her rites.
The Goddesse Ceremonie, with a Crowne
Of all the stars, and heaven with her descended,
...
And in a chaine, compact of eares and eies,
She led Religion, all her bodie was
Cleere and transparent as the purest glasse:
For she was all presented to the sence (3.112-13, 116-19).

Gordon demonstrates that Ceremony’s chain of “eares and eies” can
be clarified by turning to Hooker, who argues that Ceremony edifies
by moving the affections and stirring the senses:
Now men are edified, when either their understanding is
taught somewhat whereof in such actions it behoveth all men
to consider or when their hearts are moved with any affection
suitable thereunto; when their minds are in any sort stirred up
unto that reverence, devotion, attention. [U]nto this purpose not
only speech but sundry sensible means besides have always
been thought necessary . . . .34

In Hero and Leander Ceremony’s appeal to ear and eye sets
in motion a powerful rush of spirits that flow to the heart and incite
action. Ceremony departs, having literally “pierst Leander’s heart”
(3.155); he immediately resolves to remedy his fault by marrying
Hero. Ceremony thus makes a beneficial use of the powerful rush
of the emotions, turning them towards a decorous expression. The
goddess brings heavenly order to earth by employing sense and
34 Gordon discusses ceremony’s appeal to the sense on pages 111-12. He is quoting from
Richard Hooker, The Works, ed. Keble, Church and Page (Oxford, 1888) I, pp. 418-9. I
have selected a few key phrases from a passage Gordon quotes at greater length.
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passion as necessary and effective channels to the heart.
Ceremony works through sense and passion to motivate
good actions; it also artfully and decorously shapes desire. In his
description of the goddess Ceremony, Chapman associates her
with decorum and grace. By the light of her eyes, “Moralitie and
Comeliness / Themselves in all their sightly figures dresse” (3.13536). Citing George Puttenham, Gordon points out that “comeliness”
or decorum was an all-embracing criterion of the appropriate and
beautiful that was relevant to “the conduct of social intercourse in
all its aspects of dress, speech, action, and creation.”35 The passage
Gordon quotes from Puttenham defines “comeliness” as “good
grace,” a key quality that Chapman associates with Ceremony.36
Accompanied by the Hours and Graces (3.142), Ceremony reproves
Leander’s untimely and excessive passion, his “bluntnes in his
violent love” (145-46).
[She] tolde him how poore was substance without rites,
Like bils unsignd, desires without delites;
Like meates unseasond; like ranke corne that growes
On Cottages, that none or reapes or sowes:
Not being with civill forms confirm’d and bounded,
For humane dignities and comfortes founded:
But loose and secret all their glories hide,
Feare fils the chamber, darknes decks the Bride (3.147-154).

According to Chapman, Ceremony puts bounds on passion,
potentially a chaotic force. Her “civill forms” provide a basis for
civilized, communal life in contrast to nature unredeemed and
to secret, singular passion. These bounds of Ceremony do not
eliminate passion, but grace it. Under Ceremony’s direction, dress
is “So orderd that it still excites desire, / And still gives pleasure
freenes to aspire” (3.55-56). Ceremony shapes and refines desire
with grace-conferring art.
35 Gordon, 112.
36 See George Puttenham, The Arte of English Poesie (Kent, OH: Kent State UP, 1970),
268-69.
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Gordon’s discussion of ceremony in Hero and Leander
focuses on marriage; however, his ideas about how ceremony
shapes passions can also be applied to understanding how the
Eucharist works in the poem.37 As marriage hallows and stabilizes
erotic desire, so the Eucharist graces passionate pity and sanctifies
the lowly sense of touch. This ceremony thus offers a model of
decorous compassion both for the narrator and the poem’s readers.
Near the end of Hero and Leander, Chapman links the
Eucharist with marriage. The goddess Teras tells a story of the
marriage of Hymen and Eucharis, which contrasts with the tragically
precipitate romance of Hero and Leander. The tale exemplifies love
sanctioned by ceremony. It also presents a union of marriage and
communion, which demonstrates how ceremony decorously shapes
both Eros and compassion.
Among the many trials that test the lovers, Eucharis and her
friends are captured by pirates. Chapman compares the weeping
friends to mourners at a wake who let their tears fall into a shared
bowl of wine:
The golden boale drinks teares out of their eine,
As they drinke wine from it; and round it goes,
Each helping other to relieve their woes. (194-96)

Like the rain shower that embodies Venus’s chagrin, the water
Leander shakes from his body, or Hero’s tears, the cup of wine mixed
with tears is a liquid medium for emotional contagion. Unlike these
instances, though, this experience of shared pain relieves rather
than increases sorrow. Chapman’s image of “mutuall raies” that
pass between the sympathetic friends presents passionate attraction,
which has been made graceful and decorous.
So cast these virgins beauties mutuall raies,
One lights another, face the face displaies;
Lips by reflexion kist, and hand hand shooke,
Even by the whitenes each of other tooke. (5.197-200)
37 See Gordon, 110-16. For a discussion of how the ceremony of marriage functions as a
symbol for social order in Hero and Leander, see Waddington, 161-70.
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This image of shared sorrow is strikingly specular. The women’s
“lips by reflexion kiss.” Doubling of “face” and “hand” in the phrases
“face the face displaies” and “hand hand shooke” creates the image
of mirrored hands and faces. The beneficial, mutual illumination
shared by the friends may allude to passages in Dante’s Purgatorio
and Spenser’s Amoretti which depict a lover’s progress from
painful, narcissistic frustration to sanctified love. Like Eucharis and
her friends, Dante’s hopeful souls in Purgatory mirror a love that
increases in power through reflection: “and the more souls there
are that are enamored there above, the more there are for loving
well, and the more love is there, and like a mirror one reflects to the
other.”38 Spenser’s Amoretti (1595) charts the lover’s progress from
sensual, self-absorption to a love that harmonizes human and divine
love. He describes this love as a beneficial reflection: “Yet since
your light hath once enlumined me, / with my reflex yours shall
increased be.”39 Like Dante and Spenser, Chapman transmutes the
narcissistic gaze into a graced and beneficent illumination.
The transformative and healing gaze shared by the friends
is intertwined with touch. Their gaze is a decorous and purified
version of the exchange of spirits that occurs in erotic attraction
and that makes looking a means of touch. While seeing their
reflections in each other, these women experience a decorous touch
denied to the frustrated Narcissus: “Lips by reflexion kist, and hand
hand shooke.” Narcissus wastes away, longing for his illusory,
untouchable reflection. Hero pathetically attempts to embrace her
embroidered image of Leander. Eucharis and her friends meet with
palpable, sympathetic flesh when they reach out to each other.
Chapman’s portrayal of this graceful, decorous touch bridges
extremes in contemporary dispute about the nature of the Eucharist.
38 “E quanta gente più là sù s’intende, / più v’è da bene amare, e più vi si’ama, e come
specchio l’uno a l’altro rende.” Dante Aligheri, Purgatorio, tr. Charles S. Singleton (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1973), canto 15, lines 73-75.
39 Edmund Spenser, The Yale Edition of the Shorter Poems of Edmund Spenser, ed. William Oram et al. (New Haven: Yale UP, 1989), sonnet 66, lines 13-14.
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While Catholics might find a tangible presence in the Eucharist,
Protestants tend to understand this presence in figurative ways.40 As
John Staines has demonstrated, there was a connection between how
early modern theologians thought about a divine presence in this
rite and how they perceived the workings of compassion. He argues
that Protestants are simultaneously rejecting the Catholic doctrine
that Christ is literally present in the Eucharist and representations
of compassion as a communicable, bodily experience.41 Chapman’s
depiction of the Eucharist parallels that of theologians who negotiate
a stance that falls between extremes, who see the Eucharist as
including a graced and beneficial, if not exactly literal, contact
between divinity and human or as the site of a benevolent contagion
that spreads compassion among the members of a congregation.42
Hooker describes the Eucharist as a medium for spiritual
benefits conveyed through touch: “with touching it sanctifieth.”43
This description is left open; he does not clarify exactly what is
touching. While not specifying a bodily contact with divinity
through the sacramental bread and wine, Hooker maintains a notion
of holy touch. What he means by this rather vague account of
sanctifying contact could be more fully understood by referring to
his description of the “sensible touch” of godly compassion. In his
fifth book of Laws, devoted to a discussion of ceremony, Hooker
40 On the Catholic eucharist in England, see Lisa McClain, “ ‘They have taken away my
Lord,”: Mary Magdalene, Christ’s Missing Body, and the Mass in Reformation England,”
Sixteenth Century Journal, 38.1 (2007): 81: “[The Mass] was the principal medium by
which Christians identified with their Savior, experiencing sensory contact with Christ:
seeing Christ’s sacrificed body and perhaps even touching and tasting him through the
eucharistic bread.” For a survey of English Protestant thought on the Eucharist see Horton
Davies, “The Eucharistic Controversy,” From Cranmer to Hooker. 1534-1603. Vol. 1 of
Worship and Theology (Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 1970), 76-123. See also Timothy
Rosendale, Liturgy and Literature in the Making of Protestant England (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2007).
41 Staines,101.
42 Robert Watson characterizes Hooker’s view of the eucharist as a mean between extreme Catholic and Protestant doctrines. See Back to Nature: The Green and the Real in
the Renaissance (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006), 292-6
43 Richard Hooker, Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity Book 5, ed. W. Speed Hill (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press of Harvard UP). Book 5, section 67.12, page 343.
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writes that God experiences a “feelinge pitie” for human beings.
The incarnation renders this divine pity in a tangible form; it makes
possible “intercession to god for synners and [the ability to] exercise
dominion over all men with a true, a naturall and a sensible touch of
mercie.”44 The sanctifying touch experienced in the Eucharist, like
the incarnation, is a medium for divine grace and compassion.
This notion of sanctifying touch partially illuminates
how Chapman might see the Eucharist as a beneficent contagion.
John Jewell’s “Homilie of the Worthie Receiving and Reverend
Esteeming of the Sacrament of the Body and Blood of Christ”
could serve as an even closer gloss for Chapman’s image of friends
communicating compassion through their clasped hands and gazes.
Jewell describes a communicable compassion spread throughout
a tightly-knit community that sees themselves reflected in one
another. According to Jewell, the Eucharist unites a congregation
in a “strait knot of charitie.” The members are instructed to see
themselves in others, to regard their “neyghbours health of soule,
wealth, commoditie and pleasure as [their] owne.”45 This rite evokes
a benevolent identification with others that promotes their well
being. The Eucharist sets in motion “the large spreading abroad
of brotherly kindnesse with many other sundry graces of God.”46
The congregation experiences a decorous and graced contagion of
fellow feeling.
Jewell describes the Eucharist as conferring grace on
participants. This rite brings them “sundry graces of God,”
“marveilous graces,” and “heavenlye graces.”47 Through heavenly
grace, ceremony also transforms and shapes communicable
44 Hooker, Book 5, section 51.1, page 211.
45 John Jewell, “An Homiliee of The Worthie Receiving and Reverend Esteeming of the
Sacrament of the Body and Blood of Christ.” The second tome of homilees of such matters
as were promised, and intituled in the former tome of homiliees. Set out by the aucthoritie
of the Queenes Majesties: and to be read in every parishe church agreeable, 1571. Early
English Books Online. Chadwyck-Healey. <http://eebo.chadyck.com>, 409, 411.
46 Jewell, 403.
47 Jewell, 400, 401.
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passion. Chapman conflates this heavenly grace with the graces
of civilization. Eucharis’s name, which literally translates as “good
grace,” alludes both to a rite of communion and to Puttenham’s “good
grace” of decorum. With their linked hands and gazes, Eucharis and
her friends also evoke images of the Graces, typically pictured as
three women who stand in a circle and clasp hands. This image
portrays a sharing of benefits and gratitude which makes civilization
possible.48 This notion of grace spreading through a community is
emphasized in images including more women.49 Images including
more than the traditional three women would have been available
to Chapman in the work of the sixteenth-century mythographer
Vincenzo Cartari. Cartari’s Le Imagini includes an image of four
graces and an explanation of how they emblematize the graceful
bonds of community.50
So the Graces keep human beings together, because the benefits
which human beings do by turns for each other, are the reason
that they are dear and gracious to each other, whence they are
joined by the beautiful knot of friendship, without which no doubt
humans would be much inferior to the other animals, and cities
would become caves or rather not exist.51
48 Jessica Wolfe pointed out this resemblance to me. For the Graces as figures of a
continual cycle of giving and receiving benefits, see Seneca’s De Beneficiis, trans. John
Basore. Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard UP, 1928), 1.3-4. For images see for
instance, Andrea Alciato, Emblemata, tr. Betty I. Knott (Lyons, 1550; Brookfield, Vermont:
Scolar Press, 1996), 175; Vincenzo Cartari, Le Immagini de i Dei de gli Antichi, Venice,
1571. Reprinted in the series The Renaissance and the Gods, ed. Stephen Orgel (New
York & London: Garland Publishing, 1976), 560, 564; Edgar Wind, Pagan Mysteries in the
Renaissance (New Haven: Yale UP, 1958).
49 For instance, Ambrogio Lorenzetti’s representation of civic harmony in the Palazzo
Pubblico features a large group of dancing women whose gestures are reminiscent of the
Graces. Ambrogio Lorenzetti, Allegory of Good Government, Sala del Nove, Palazzo Pubblico, Siena. Reproduced in Frederick Hartt, History of Italian Renaissance Art, 4th edition, rev. David Wilkins (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1994), color plate 31, p. 118.
50
Cartari 559-61. D. J. Gordon argues that Vincenzo’s Cartari’s Le Imagini is the
source for Chapman’s images of the four winds and of Venus’s dove-drawn chariot and his
inspiration for Eronusis (104-05).
51 “Cosi le ratie tengono i mortali insieme raccolti, perche i beneficii, che à vicenda si
fanno gli huomini l’un con l’altro, sono cagione, che l’ uno all’altro è caro e grato, onde
stanno congiunti insieme del bel nodo della amicitia; senza la quale non è dubbio alcuno
che gli huomini sarebbono inferiori di gran lunga à gli altri animali, e le città diverrebono
spelonche, anzi pure non sarebbono” (Cartari 556). My translation.
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The Graces symbolize a beneficent contagion, a flow
of kindness and benefits that unites a community. Conducting
compassion through linked hands, Chapman’s young women figure
both Jewell’s “strait knot of charitie” and Cartari’s “beautiful knot
of friendship.” With this conflation of decorum and heavenly
grace, Chapman distinguishes their communicable compassion
from turbulent, judgment-corrupting passions. Eucharis and her
companions set in motion a flow of compassion that binds human
communities into a harmonious whole.
In Hero and Leander, Chapman portrays his characters’ hearts
and bodies as permeable to the joys and sufferings of others. They
experience intense, disquieting vulnerability to emotions that can
corrupt their judgment. Chapman demonstrates that his narrator errs
when literally touched by the emotions of the lovers. However, he
argues that the narrator is also mistaken in his attempts at untouched,
censuring judgment. Chapman defends ceremony as a mean between
these contrasting, equally erring extremes; it redirects, rather than
eliminates, the powerful experience of touch. The ceremony of the
Eucharist channels a flow of sympathy, shaping it into a decorous and
civilizing charity. This beneficial touch communicates compassion
and unifies communities. Although Chapman begins the poem with
a call to censure, he actually champions this sanctified ability to feel
what others feel: “Ah, nothing doth the world with mischieve fill, /
But want of feeling one anothers ill” (5.25-28).
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